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1.

Introduction

The opinions that people hold about other
individuals, products, political parties, businesses and many other entities have always been of interest to us. Over the last
decade there has been increasing interest in
a new set of techniques which fall under the
terms opinion mining and sentiment analysis. When defined broadly, opinion mining
and sentiment analysis refer to the same basic task, which is to automatically find and
classify opinions in text as being positive or
negative. When combined with the massive
amount of opinionated text available on the
world wide web, these techniques offer a
cheap method of determining the prevailing
opinion about a wide range of possible entities.

2.

Why is opinion mining important?

Simple narcissism aside, there are a range
of cases where the opinions that people
have about an entity are extremely important. Businesses spend large sums of
money on market research to determine
whether or not a given product is popular, while political parties conduct similar
research to determine the opinions voters have about particular policies. In both
of these situations researchers are heavily dependent on focus groups and surveys,
which, relatively speaking, are slow, expensive and usually suffer from a small sample
size. This limits their usefulness to products
that have a large enough market that the
cost of performing the research is actually
worth the benefits that would flow from it.
This means that for many smaller products
or personalities, market research is simply
out of the question.

• Sentence-level:
Sentence-level sentiment analysis is the
most difficult level of granularity, as it is
attempting to identify sentiment at about
the granularity at which it is expressed.
Work in identifying opinions at the sentence level is extremely varied, with the
simplest methods summing the sentiment
of the terms within the sentence.

• To build a sentence-level sentiment classification system that uses the term-level
dictionary

• To use the previous two components in a
document-level classification system

• To integrate these components with a
At the document-level the most common
approach is to treat sentiment analysis as
a special case of topic-based categorisation, with the classes positive and negative. Typically a unigram bag-of-words
model is employed [5].

4.

Work so far

During the 9-month period between February and October I have worked on four major areas of research, as well as one minor
problem, and a reasonably extensive literature review. The first project was a continuation of my honours research into documentlevel sentiment analysis that involved using ensembles of classifiers. The second
project was an alteration to the Naïve Bayes
equation, which could allow the Naïve Bayes
method to scale up to hundreds of millions or
more features. The aim of the third project
was to discover cycles in the definitions of
terms in W ORD N ET, so that a rigorous termlevel sentiment lexicon could be built. The
final project uses a method related to the
work of Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown [4] to
build a sentiment lexicon.

data retrieval component, which will allow
the system to mine opinions from the web

6.

Conclusion

Although opinion mining as a field is relatively new, there has been intense research
interest, with a large number of publications
discussing a range of approaches. Despite
this large body of research, there is a lack
of research into web-scale sentiment analysis, as well as a lack of an integrated system
that can operate on multiple levels of granularity. I propose to address this shortcoming
through a programme of research that will
see a web-scale, multiple-granularity system produced by 2013. Such a system will
enable fast, timely, and cheap access to
the combined opinions of potentially millions
of people, which will aid businesses, political parties, journalists, and others in understanding and acting upon those opinions.
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• Term-level:
The goal of term-level work is typically
to build a sentiment-annotated dictionary
that can be used as an input to other
tasks. These dictionaries have been built
using various graph [2, 3, 1] and other
methods [6, 4]. In particular it is common
to find positive and negative terms by finding words with similar definitions

Future work

The work that I plan to complete can be divided up into four main sections. These are:
• To complete the work that I have already
begun on a sentiment-annotated dictionary

• Document-level:

By contrast, opinion mining requires little
or no human interaction beyond a search
term, and can be used on as much data as
is available or that can be searched in the
time allowed. This means that it is not only
useful in situations where surveys are not,
but can also be used to augment the information obtained from surveys, and can be
used far more often than surveys. As such,
opinion mining looks set to become a valuable tool in market research, political campaigns, product recommendation systems,
and potentially other, unknown applications.

3.

5.

Figure 1: Small-scale demonstration system
using Twitter as a data source.
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